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INTRODUCTION
The remains of a pier (loading dock) located in Sand Bay on Bois Blanc Island (BBI),
Michigan, in the Straits of Mackinac, was surveyed as part of a Nautical Archeology Society
(NAS) certification program in the summer of 2010. The objective of this project is to document
the history and use of the pier as it related to logging from the late 1800’s to the time of its
demise in 1930. The primary focus of this research is to survey the remains of the pier, both
underwater and on the foreshore. A total station was used to survey two of the main crib
structures, a number of pilings and submerged artifacts. Extensive photographic documentation
was also produced of the site as a record of its current state.
During preliminary research it was discovered that a strange tale existed surrounding
the pier. In the early 1900's a narrow gauge railroad had been constructed across the island,
which terminated at the end of the pier. Local folklore indicated that a Shay locomotive had
either been driven off the end of the pier into Lake Huron, or had been blown up with dynamite
while still on the pier. This local mystery has provided a research question to be answered by
this project. The research team has set out to either prove, or disprove the legend of the Shay
and the manner in which the locomotive met its demise.
This project has been completed under the supervision of Northwestern Michigan
College (NMC) Department of Anthropology staff member Dr. Mark W. Holley.

Figure 1: Undated photo of Sand Bay. Note pier in background.
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Figure 2: Location of Bois Blanc Island
Taken from Google Earth

Figure 3: Location of Sand Bay on Bois Blanc Island

SITE LOCATION

Figure 4: Location of site in Sand Bay, Bois Blanc Island
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The underwater structure of the loading dock is located on the southwestern side of the
Bois Blanc Island, a little less than a mile south of the BBI airport and two miles west of the main
ferry landing. It is accessible from land by a private road only, which extends from the
intersection of West End Road and Sand Bay Road and terminates at the beach at Sand Bay. The
approximate location of the pier is 45° 45’8.43” N and 84° 30’37.44” W Lat/Long.
The site is located approximately 150 yards (46 meters) northwest along the beach to
where pilings are visible in the shallows. From this point the remains of the pier stretch out into
the water in a south‐westerly direction. While the majority of the underwater structure is
clearly identified from an aerial view, it is not visible in the water from shore.

DIVE SITE

Figure 5: Looking west over pier site

Figure 6: Looking SSE over nearshore pilings of pier
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SITE HISTORY
Although there is little written history of the first dock built in Sand Bay, it is thought to
have been constructed around 1870, coinciding with the beginning of the "second" logging
boom in the region. Before the advent of the narrow gauge railroads on BBI, milled lumber
would have been loaded on trundle cars, hauled out onto the dock by horses, and loaded by
hand onto sailing vessels, otherwise known as lumber hookers.
The site is located on the leeward side of the island, which affords it a much safer
location than some of the other island piers for shipping the millions of board feet of lumber
that were milled and exported to all parts of the world. According to information contained in a
1920’s oral history of BBI, local landowner George Dye indicated there were 90 families at that
time living in the immediate area and further inland, that depended primarily on the Sand Bay
Dock for shipping and receiving goods.

Figure 7: Pier in 1918 (figure is local sawmill owner Arthur Betts)
Photo: Bois Blanc Historical Society
As indicated in the undated photo on Page 2, an elevated dock can be seen in the
background behind the Duman children on Sand Bay Beach. While it is uncertain that this is the
original 1870 dock, it is believed that the undated version predates the one in the Bett’s photo
pictured above by several decades. The original dock would most likely have been built taller to
accommodate the higher freeboard of the first lumber schooners to sail the Straits of Mackinaw.
This is in sharp contrast to the 1918 version, which was most likely built closer to the water's
surface to accommodate the lower freeboard of the steam powered lumber ships. One written
report of the dock indicates that a dirt bridge or causeway had been built up across the
shoreline to connect the wooden pier to land. It was over this causeway that the rails were
purported to have run. The undated photo on Page 2 has no dirt causeway at the shoreline
which suggests that this is an older version of the pier.

Foreshore evidence at the site indicates that a railroad had indeed run slightly above the
beach level. Local resident Mike White states that “My grandfather took a photo of the
locomotive… The track came from the east right down alongside the mill and curved north
parallel to the shore. The locomotive sat there when the picture was taken. So it was near the
shore…” (from an e‐mail sent from Mike White to John Sanborn, April 25, 2010). This provides
corroborating evidence that the train had run down to the shoreline, but still nothing to prove
that the rails had extended out onto the pier. The Bett’s photo shows no rails so if they had
indeed been run out onto the pier, it was after 1918.

Figure 8: Looking North over east edge of pier.
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In another historic photo of the loading dock, the lumber hooker Helen Taylor is shown
around 1920 being loaded with milled lumber. This view of the loading dock, like the Bett’s
photo taken a few years prior, indicates that it would also have been conducive to the
installation of the narrow gauge railroad as the elevation of the dock appears to have been
roughly the same elevation of the low ridge where the narrow gauge rails rounded the
shoreline. However, like the Betts’ photo, there is nothing in this photo to indicate that the
tracks had been run out onto the loading dock.
Logging on the island reached its prime around the turn of the century and from 1900 to
the 1930's three narrow gauge trains delivered logs from the interior to the mills in Sand Bay. In
addition to Bett’s mill, Sutter's mill operated at Sand Bay during this time. These mills produced,
amongst other wooden products, hardwood flooring, shiplap, and railroad ties. It was reported
that the Sutter mill burned down in 1918 along with many houses and over 400 acres on the
island. The mill was subsequently rebuilt at the site incorporating a circular saw into its
operation, which was more efficient than the previous band saw. However, in spite of this

technological advance, the ruinous fire marked the beginning of the end for lumbering on the
island (page 7, Partial History of Sand Bay, Bois Blanc Island by George Dye).
Over the span of its lifetime, the original wooden pier structure was destroyed several
times by either weather or ice and subsequently rebuilt in many different configurations. The
last dock structure met its end in 1930. According to an eyewitness account "the storm that
took out the dock... happened on a clear day, not a cloud in the sky... and waves running ten
feet higher than the dock...tore apart 1000 ton cribs like matchwood." (George Dye's Partial
History of Sand Bay, Bois Blanc Island).
According to Dye’s account, the dock was never rebuilt and shortly afterward, the
lumbering era on BBI came to an end. The era of railroading on the island came to an end at
about the same time. The tracks were torn up and sold for scrap, primarily to Japan, and most of
the lumbering families moved off BBI and settled in surrounding communities on the mainland.
The heyday of Bois Blanc Island was over and it wouldn’t see much of a rebirth until holiday
makers began to visit the island in the 1950’s.

PROJECT ORIGINS
Team member John Sanborn located the pier in Sand Bay near the end of a dive in the
summer of 1994. John had heard the stories of the shay locomotive and after completing a NAS
part 1 course in the spring of 2010 chose this site as the basis for a NAS II certification: enlisting
team members Andrea Gauthier, Henry Ramsby and Donovan Alkire to join the project in April
2010.
No record was found of the size or length of the pier’s projection into the Straits of
Mackinaw, but aerial reconnaissance revealed that the remains of the structure were much
larger than John expected. The pier had the proportions of an extremely large wharf suggesting
that the structure had played an important part in the social and economic development of Bois
Blanc Island during the time of its existence. Preliminary research also indicates that no prior
recorded historical survey of the loading dock has ever been conducted.
Initial research was conducted on BBI in late May. Other than a single photograph and
three conflicting oral traditions concerning its disposition, team members uncovered little
information regarding the Shay locomotive. It was quickly decided that if the remains of the
locomotive couldn’t be found quickly, the team would concentrate on documenting the remains
of the dock. Trying to prove or disprove the whereabouts of the Shay locomotive (or its remains)
would become a secondary objective.
RECONNOSAINCE SURVEY
An aerial reconnaissance of the site was conducted in early May 2010 by Henry Ramsby
and his son Tyler, a student at NMC’s aviation department. The day was clear and sunny and
visibility was ideal for taking aerial photographs. Several were taken at the altitudes of 3,000
and 5,000 feet respectively. During the flyover, it was estimated that the underwater structure
was approximately 50‐60 feet wide and 250‐300 feet long. The photographs produced prove
that the pier does exist but close examination has not shown any evidence of a submerged train
engine or tracks.
On May 29th, John Sanborn and Henry Ramsby completed an assessment survey of the
site and collected research data from local people and the island historical society. The
assessment survey quickly confirmed that significant wooden remains exist on the foreshore

and that the distribution of pilings on the near shore provide conclusive evidence that the pier
had existed in a form similar to that in the historical photographs. Several wood and metal
artifacts have been found on the beach and John discovered a length of twisted, narrow gauge
train rail in shallow water. This suggests that a narrow gauge railroad could have indeed been
built on the pier.

SHORELINE

Figure 9: Ariel photo of extremities of pier site, SE to NW
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After documenting the visible evidence at the site, John Sanborn and Henry Ramsby
interviewed residents on the history of BBI at the island’s only restaurant, Hawk’s Landing. One
resident, Sue Van Voorhees, indicates that she has been over the pier site many times in a boat
and that in earlier years she had observed wreckage on the lake‐bed in the vicinity of the pier.
She could not confirm whether it was that of a locomotive but did indicate that she had seen the
rusted hulk of what appeared to be the boiler of a locomotive on the north side of the island, 2‐
3 miles from of the pier site. The area she described was examined but no locomotive remains
were found. Much of the local oral information concerning the location and/or demise of the
engine was ambiguous and contradictory. About as many islanders said the legend was true as
said it wasn’t.
The following day, Betty Hutchinson, the treasurer of the local historical society was
interviewed. Site specific information concerning the history of the island was gathered that
included historic photographs of a resort‐like community just to the east of Sand Bay. This
settlement was known as Pte. Aux Pins and was the first recorded community on the island. It
was comparable to an affluent community called Bayview, located in Petoskey, Michigan.
Pte. Aux Pins had fine houses, paved walks, a boardwalk, and its own pier. The photos of
the Aux Pins pier suggested that it had enjoyed a certain degree of prestige in its day. Elegantly
dressed ladies strolled about on its planking, regattas sailed in the Straits beyond it, and luxury
boats moored to its pilings.
In contrast with this, very little written or visual history was found concerning the pier in
Sand Bay. It appears that the shanty‐town at Sand Bay didn't qualify for written history possibly
because it didn’t measure up to that of its more affluent neighbor less than a mile away to the
east. Sand Bay appeared not to have rated much more than a few historical notes and photos,

by those recording the history of the rest of the island. Unfortunately, even less information was
discovered about the Shay locomotive. Only a single photograph of the engine was found (figure
10).
The sparse historical data gathered did not allow the researchers to answer the question
of whether the Shay had been driven off the end of the pier into the water or blown up on the
pier. As the team was waiting for the ferry to depart the island, they had a chance meeting with
two local divers, Melissa and Doug Freye. The pair had been scuba diving around Bois Blanc
Island for almost 30 years and they stated that there was no evidence of a locomotive at the
underwater pier site. In light of this new information, research concerning the locomotive was
curtailed. However, it was clear that this significant historical pier structure would make an
excellent project and was deserving of a measured survey.

Figure 10: #495 Shay locomotive identified in e‐mail from Mike White to John Sanborn.
Photo: Bois Blanc Historical Society (1924)
The engine was purchased from the Watson Land and Lumber Company of Mayberg,
Pennsylvania and was delivered by barge to the E. H. Stafford Manufacturing Co., #1 Sand Bay,
Bois Blanc Island on September 14, 1920. The locomotive weighed 29,400 pounds unloaded.
FIELD RESEARCH
The remains of the pier were surveyed on July 13 and 14, 2010. Accompanying the team
members were Dr. Holley and Jerry and Eric Niezgoda. The Niezgodas had completed their NAS
II requirements the previous year and agreed to lend their knowledge and experience to the
project. Once the team was assembles at the site it was decided that the survey would focus

primarily on documenting the nature and extent of the pier remains; determining the legitimacy
of the legend of the Shay locomotive would be a secondary objective. The dive area was
primarily hard sand bottom and the base of operations (figure 11) was established on the beach
at the end of Sand Bay Road. Team member Gauthier is seen collecting and recording data from
the divers.

Figure 11: Base of operations

Figure 12: Nearshore area of site.
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Since preliminary research indicated that the deepest part of the site was located in 13‐
16 feet of water, the Total Station method was chosen for field recording survey (figure 11). The
Total Station was set up on the beach and manned by Andrea and Dr. Holley. Equipped with
scuba gear, John and Donovan placed the staff and attached prism over each detail point
selected at the archeological site and Eric photographed the operation. For safety purposes,
Henry was present in a canoe, which proved useful in helping the divers align the prism with the
total station. Jerry assisted Henry in controlling the canoe as there was a stiff onshore wind,
which hampered the efforts of the divers in keeping the staff vertical.
Diving commenced at 3:50 pm and concluded at 8:50 pm. During that time a system was
developed that helped the operation run more smoothly. John worked on the bottom placing
the point of the prism staff over the object and Donovan controlled the top of the staff. Henry
lined the prism up with the EDM and Dr. Holley contacted him via 2 way radio every time a point
was recorded. Jerry in turn would slap the side of the canoe 3 times with his paddle indicating
that the data had been collected, and the divers would then move to the next pre‐selected point.
During this time, Henry also recorded GPS readings of the four corners of the dive area.
Due to the size and complexity of the site, the team decided to spend an additional day
surveying as much as possible of the pier structure. On the second day, John and Eric were
deployed into the water at 10:00 am. The team worked diligently until just past noon at which
time diving operations ceased. In a little over 7 hours, several dozen photos had been taken and
170 detail points had been collected. During this time, Donovan interviewed Mike White, a local
historian, who happened to live next door to the staging area. Mr. White provided several more
photos and additional oral history about the site and the island.

Figure 13: Eric and John diving on the site.
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A significant portion of the site that Dr. Holley had described the day before as "too big
for NAS II and should almost be completed as a NAS IV project" was documented and surveyed.
Many underwater structures, including two sizeable rock cribs, their accompanying timbers,
over 5 dozen nearshore and foreshore pilings, and other artifacts of unknown origin were
located and position fixed. The two crib structures were still partially connected to intact pilings
that rose two or three feet up from the lakebed. Scattered throughout the site were numerous
other cribs and substructure timbers, both squared and round, along with planks used for
decking and shoring. It is believed that the haphazard arrangement of this timber has been
caused by many years of ice packs pushing through the site.
In addition to the plethora of sunken timbers, several more twisted sections of narrow
gauge track were discovered. Individual artifacts such as cast concrete members, an engine
block, cable and rigging, and many unidentifiable metal objects were also found.

Figure 14: Narrow Gauge Rail.
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Figure 15: West perimeter of pier timbers.

Figure 16: Unidentified metal box.
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These included a rectangular shaped object that resembled the lantern base of an old train
engine (see figure 16), a flat, slotted metal object that looked like it could be a firebox door (see
figure 17), different sized gears, valves, both hollow and solid tubing, oddly configured machine
components, and even what appeared to be a horse collar (figure 19). The two most unique and
mysterious objects were an 8 foot (2.4 meter) section of steel rod with a conical gear attached
to the end (see figure 23 ) and a 3 foot (.9 meter) round steel plate with several holes
symmetrically located around the perimeter (see figure 24). The round object looks like it could
have been the end of a boiler (see figure 28) and the crack in it suggests a great force may have
rent it apart. The rod with the gear appears to be very similar to the singularly unique, gear
driven assembly of the Shay locomotive shown in the inset in figure 23.
Given this evidence, it was speculated that several of the objects could have been parts
of the missing Shay locomotive. It now appeared that there was more to the legend than
previously thought. Unfortunately, even though evidence suggestive of a missing locomotive
was tantalizing, it wasn’t conclusive, so once again the team had to downplay its importance.

Figure 17: Unidentified metal plating.
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Figure 18: Unidentified linear metal and wood object.
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Figure 19: Possible horse collar.

Figure 20: Unidentified valve fitting.
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Figure 21: Unidentified metal coupling rod.
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Figure 22: Unidentified metal flange.
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Figure 23: Possible drive gear from a Shay locomotive. (inset detail derived from Shay
Locomotive Patent No. 242,992, courtesy The Shay Locomotive).
Photo: ERIC NIEZGODA

Figure 24: Possible metal end plate from a locomotive boiler.
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Henry Ramsby is a contractor and over his career he has had the occasion to visit many
old sawmills throughout Michigan and the southern and western United States. He speculates
that only a few of the artifacts look like they could have origins or application in a saw‐mill. Old
sawmills were run mostly by a system of belts and cast iron pulleys and the only other metal
found in their workings were shackles, nuts and bolts, cross or support bracing, and the saw‐
blade itself.
The team speculates that the area could also have been a dump site for refuse over the
years. There are several lengths of steel cable and other questionable artifacts that suggest, in
part, that many of the objects could have been dumped off the pier after they had ceased to be
useful. Henry, who is an avid railroad buff, told the team that many of the objects appear to
look like train components.
Surprisingly, the site is only lightly colonized by invasive Zebra mussels with certain
areas completely devoid of them. It is speculated this is due to the shallow water depths and the
subsequent effects of storm and ice action on the site. The strong water current in the nearby
Mackinac straights provides underwater clarity of 50 ‐60 feet (15‐ 23 meters).
The point data collected in the field was provided to Jerry Taylor, an engineer at Gourdie
Fraser and Associates in Traverse City, Michigan. Jerry had previously agreed to assist the team
with drawing up a site plan of the project. He logged all the compiled data into a specially
designed software system and from selected control points created a site printout. The Total
Station method of site survey and Jerry’s proprietary software reduced a potential of many
months of research and survey into less than 4 days. The next step was for the team to preview

the results and compare how closely their approximated field drawings compared to the
computer generated model of the site.

Figure 25: Original Shay patent No. 242,992.
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The data collected indicates that the remains of the pier stretches almost 650 feet (198
meters) from the present day shore of Bois Blanc Island and are approximately 120 feet (36
meters) wide. The submerged structure is over twice as long as a football field. This is
considerably larger than Henry had previously estimated.
Figure 26 shows the completed site plan, overlain with an aerial photograph of the site.
In addition to giving the plan more dimension and detail, the overlay corroborates and supports
data that the team had collected from their July field survey.

Figure 26: Completed site‐plan.
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POST SURVEY WORK
After the field work was completed a local train buff named George Gregory was
contacted. He has a book of the history of Ephraim Shay, the inventor of the Shay locomotive. It
contains numerous photos of other models of Shay engines and their various components.
George has carefully examined all of the photos of the artifacts found on the site. While many
artifacts appear to closely resemble parts of a train engine, George has been unable to identify
any with confidence. He has suggested that a visit to the Shay museum in Lima, Ohio would be
worth while.

Figure 27: The only other photo found of #495 Shay.
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In early August, John and Henry revisited Bois Blanc to complete additional research and
further explore the site. They discovered that the huge rock pile at the end of the pier had fallen
over and additional train track components were found under water. Another set of GPS
coordinates were taken and recorded by John. It is interesting to note that when Henry passed
these coordinates on to Jerry Taylor, he informed Henry that his initial site survey readings had
recorded farther north than Jerry’ most northern GIS data and that John’s site readings from
their second visit seemed to be from another part of the island altogether. Dr. Holley suggested
that for security reasons (shipping in the Straits), the satellite data might have been purposely
scrambled and/or distorted.
The team felt that it had met all of its initial objectives and goals concerning the history,
location, and current disposition of the pier. Most of the members’ research questions had been
answered and the team had been able to establish a fairly accurate timeline of the existence
and importance of the structure(s). However the question as to what had really happened to
#495 Shay locomotive remained unanswered
The locomotive is definitely not intact on the lake’s bottom, off the end of the pier as
one story had suggested. One team member hypothesized that the remains could have been
carried away by ice due to the shallow water depth, however an examination of the area
surrounding the site did not reveal any disturbances in the hard lake bottom that would have
resulted if a heavy object had been moved. Also, the previous flyover had not indicated any
large forms in the vicinity of the pier, which was surrounded by clear, shallow water. Based on
the presence of the many potential engine remains scattered about the site, it has been
concluded that the Shay must have been blown up. However, if this was the case, there are an

estimated 29,000 pounds of parts missing but the team has not found enough scrap iron to fill
the bed of a pick‐up truck.
The local islanders were one again consulted. One theory which has been advanced was
that most of the iron was salvaged for scrap for the war effort in the early 40’s. Another was
that the remains were scavenged by looters. Another story said the engine had been run off the
tracks into the swamp somewhere in the center of the island and had never made it to the pier
in the first place.
A review of the Shay Locomotive Works historical records also provided contradictory
information. One report stated that the locomotive was sold to a Mr. Wade, who salvaged it for
scrap. Another Shay report stated that the final whereabouts of the locomotive was unknown.
During the August visit, the remains of a boiler were found on the North shore, about a half mile
east of Su Van Voorhees’ original directions. After comparing it to the two photos of the Shay
engine, it was decided that this boiler had either come from a ship that had wrecked in shallow
water nearby, or was from another locomotive engine altogether (originally there were three on
the island). The differences in boiler construction and size were apparent enough to be
definitive.

Figure 28: Steam boiler
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FUTURE RESEARCH
As the team was collating data and preparing this report one last bit of information still
dogged the project. On page 7 of George Dye’s Partial History of Sand Bay, BBI, Dye indicates:
“In 1927 we ran them (3 Shay locomotives) down to the end of the big Sand Bay Dock, filled the
boilers with dynamite, and blew them up. The large, heavy drive wheels are in the bottom of the
end of the rock (pile).”
If Dye’s statements are true, the time period of the explosions is correct. The event had
occurred between the 1918 Bett’s photo (figure 7) and the eyewitness report of the pier’s
destruction (1930). Our best estimate indicates that the time the narrow gauge rails had been
built out onto the pier is between 1920 (Helen Taylor ship photo, figure 8 ) and 1924
(locomotive photo on Sand Bay beach, figure 10). Dye’s statement is close enough to be
believable, but once again, unverifiable.
On the first underwater survey the team had missed pilings and timbers buried under
the long pile of rocks at the end of the pier. Because of this it’s conceivable that the drive wheels
and other identifying items are still there as well. Only additional time and research with more
refined underwater equipment (Sector Scan Sonar, sub‐bottom profiler, magnetometer, etc.)
will possibly reveal the true answer to the demise of the locomotive.
At a future time some team members may go back to the island to conduct a more
comprehensive underwater site survey for their NAS IV certification. Or some of the team might
take a trip to the Shay museum in Ohio to do more comparative research on the photographs.
Until either occurs, the verifiable, technical, results of the Sand Bay Pier will have to speak for
themselves and the ultimate disposition of # 495 Shay will have to remain unanswered.

APPENDIX
TIMELINE of PIER
As mentioned earlier in this report, there is little written about the loading dock and
almost certainly no recorded survey history. From personal interviews, a few photos, and
limited written accounts, the team has determined that the pier existed in various structural
forms from around 1870 until its destruction in 1930. Over the 60 years of its existence, millions
of board feet of lumber and an incalculable amount of tools, machinery, food, goods, and
people passed across its surface both from and to the island.
There were at least two other docks situated around Bois Blanc during this time and
they certainly would have served the island in a similar fashion. However, from all accounts and
in spite of its shanty town manifestation, Sand Bay existed as a bustling community and because
of the pier located there, the rest of the island probably benefited the most from this structure;
the only dock on the island to have narrow gauge rails installed out over its planking.

HISTORY of LOGGING in NORTHERN MICHIGAN
Our sources are unclear as to when it started. According to Theodore Karamanski from
Deep Woods Frontier; a history of logging in northern Michigan, there were three major periods
of logging in the Upper Great Lakes region. The first was the water‐pine era, where between
1835‐1900, loggers used wind or water powered operations to harvest softwood timber as well
as pine. Lumberjacks would come during the winter, cut the timber and then have it hauled
away on skids with a team of horses or oxen. Then when the ice broke, a team of men
nicknamed riverhogs) would use waterways to float logs downstream to a sawmill, where they
would be processed and transported for commercial uses.
Pine lumber was the most sought after timber, namely white pine. Known for being
easily cut and having a good reputation for producing quality boards, this soft wood was in high
demand. The water‐pine era of Michigan, lasting between 1835 and 1900, was called the
“boom” of the lumber period, because Michigan was considered one of the prime spots for
lumber harvesting. A variety of factors contributed to this, including the many rivers that last the
last ice age carved into the terrain that made it ideal to move timber down river to sawmills. The
rivers also gave a consistent power source to the sawmills to cut the timber. The climate played
an important role in shaping the lumber industry into Michigan. The winters allowed loggers to
move their cut down logs on skids with ease over the snow, and the springs brought a raised
water level in the rivers to bring the logs down to the sawmills. The amount of pine to be
harvested brought many speculators into the lumber industry in Michigan also, one con‐
servative estimate in 1835 put the amount of Pine lumber that could be harvested at 150 billion
feet (Bensen p. 9). So much timber was harvested during this period, in fact, that in Michigan
Log Marks done by the Michigan Works Project Administration, they reported the word
Michigan was a synonym for pine lumbering up until the end of water‐pine era (MWPA p. 13).
During this first era, only the most prime spots for lumbering were used. In Logs and
Lumber, Barbara Benson explains that at the beginning, surveying was extensively done to find
locations that would be the most cost effective for lumber barons to invest in, according to
quantity, quality, ease of access, and a variety of other factors (Benson, p. 27). Then as the
businesses expanded and mills became more established, lumbering was expanded outward to
more parts of Michigan. Price fluctuations of the logging industry put strain on the workers, of
which a full third of men working in Michigan at the time were in the sawmills (Benson p. 158).
Specializations of technology in the sawmills later increased production, and a second “boom”
of the water‐pine era in Northeastern Lower Michigan started in the 1870’s. This spanned from
Cheboygan to Alpena, Au Gres and down to Saginaw until about the 1910’s, and would have
included Sand Bay on Bois Blanc Island (MWPA p. 48). One man claims that Sand Bay began after
the Civil war (Dye, p. 8).
It is also reported that there were a few sawmills in operation on Bois Blanc Island. The
Insel Haus hotel used to have a sawmill on the site, and we’ve also been told that there was
another sawmill in McRae Bay (on the north side of the island) by a local historian, Mike White.
In A Partial History of Sand Bay it is reported that three companies also owned rights to the

forests to cut for timber, (Dye, p. 4). The reports are mixed by which company made what
products, but that logs from one of the three companies, namely cedar, were shipped on
Mackinac Island for fencing on hiking trails, palisades around Fort Mackinac, and the most
straight and tall cedar logs were popular for flagpoles (Straus). Cedar was also taken off the
island by the Coast Guard for use as spars, which are floating buoy’s that surrounded hazards in
the water (White). The mill in Sand Bay is reported to have made “two‐by‐fours, planks, shiplap,
hardwood flooring, railroad ties and siding.” (Dye, p. 3) These would be hauled onto the dock at
Sand Bay, presumably on trundle cars, loaded by hand onto a steamboat, and sent to
Cheboygan to be sold on the market. (White)
PARTIAL HISTORY of the SHAY LOCOMOTIVE
From the 1900’s to the 1930’s, a second era of logging occurred called the rail‐
hardwood era. This era was focused on incorporating steam technology into the lumbering
industry. Online records show that E.H./Stafford Lumber Co. purchased a Shay Locomotive on
September 4th, 1920 for the Sand Bay logging operation, and George Dye quotes in his essay that
“There were three of these powerful engines over a hodge‐podge of tracks that ran all over the
island” (Dye p. 7). The Shay Locomotive was uniquely made for hauling timber logs;
…Ephraim Shay, a sawmill‐owner from Haring, Michigan. He brought timber down from
the forests on temporary, corkscrew tracks. As these could not stand the weight of a
conventional locomotive, he designed his own. In 1880, he mounted a boiler in the centre of a
flat bogie‐car. This was offset to one side, to allow a pair of vertical cylinders to drive a
horizontal shaft turning along the locomotive’s right‐hand side at wheel‐centre level. This engine
was nothing like a conventional locomotive, but it was perfect for the job.
The Stafford #495 was built in Lima, Ohio on September 7, 1895 for Watson Lands
Lumber Company, Mayberg, Pennsylvania. It was sold to E.H. Stafford Manufacturing Co. #1
Sand Bay, Bois Blanc, Michigan on September 4, 1920, where it is thought to have been put in
use on the island until the late 1920’s.
Ephraim Shay actually lived in Harbor Springs, Michigan, which is just across Little
Traverse Bay from Petoskey. He had a narrow gauge railroad constructed up to his front porch
and would often give guests rides around his property. In another curious twist to this tale,
Ephraim’s house was constructed out of the same steel his locomotives were built of. It still
stands today just off the main street through the town.

SITE GENERATED DIVE LOG 7‐13‐10

TABULATED DIVE LOG
Dive Log Bois Blanc Dock
Name

Site No.

Time in

Time Out

Air in

Air Out

1 3.50 pm
1 6.50 pm

6.00 pm
8.15pm

2900
2480

2480
1100

1
1
1
1

6.15 pm
8.50 pm
11.35 am
2.40 pm

3400
3000
2360
3040

1200
1300
500
1340

Donovan Alkire

Eric Niezgoda
3.50 pm
6.50 pm
10.00 am
12.05 pm

FIELD NOTES and CONTROL POINTS

FIELD DRAWN SITE PLAN 7‐14‐10

BEACH SHORELINE

UNDERWATER CRIB MEASUREMENTS

CRIB SRUCTURES

WINDMILL REFERENCE NOTE: Dr. Holley calibrated the EDM from the furthest south
wind generator located across the Straits in Mackinac in Mackinaw City
approximately 8 miles southwest of the dive site

SITE BOUNDARY POINTS

NOTE: Because GPS coordinates taken by Ramsby and Sanborn ended up being
skewed, boundary points could be determined by local coordinate system only

UNDERWATER PILINGS

UNDERWATER PILINGS (continued)

SHORE PILINGS

ARTIFACTS

TABULATED CONTROL POINTS

BEACH SHORELINE
Shore Line - Beach
7/13/2010

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

North

East

468.008.
406.230.
347.440.
282.805.
222.925.
176.200.
100.140.
80.455.
81.370.
67.360.
63.160.
75.740.
144.840.
126.085.
97.650.
93.000.
65.380.
51.415.
37.560.
33.305.
41.208.
70.230.

604.175.
586.915.
569.660.
552.035.
511.390.
436.390.
269.245.
170.195.
84.750.
42.830.
-14.115
-28.055
-52.385
-70.085
-63.47
-60.04
-51.215
-72.07
-169.365
-262.525
-307.04
-367.28

CRIB STRUCTURES

Northing
14-Jul-10

North

East

41.085.

304.395.

729.685.
737.275.
747.560.
758.120.
763.320.
752.315.
741.860.
735.340.
759.735.
651.495.
647.010.
639.110.
631.065.
635.260.
643.790.
625.170.
614.970.
602.855.
596.020.
582.705.
569.825.
573.480.
585.985.
600.378.
602.770.
608.450.
618.515.
628.935.

174.585.
166.305.
161.045.
149.030.
153.725.
168.370.
173.720.
181.695.
161.725.
227.920.
222.300.
231.325.
240.215.
245.145.
235.945.
244.810.
251.545.
259.850.
266.110.
274.055.
281.355.
287.760.
279.785.
272.550.
270.190.
264.055.
257.555.
249.220.

Crib Structures
13-Jul-10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

UNDERWATER PILINGS
Pilings
North

East

7/13/2010

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

679.290.
678.275.
672.610.
671.310.
667.100.
665.700.
660.250.
658.685.
654.670.
652.090.
648.905.
641.610.
640.020.
635.795.
633.905.
629.105.
623.000.
621.955.
614.265.
625.605.
631.270.
630.595.
641.605.
635.600.

81.675.
87.435.
87.175.
91.120.
92.575.
95.395.
96.985.
100.475.
101.520.
104.930.
106.735.
111.705.
115.720.
116.970.
120.930.
122.715.
127.455.
130.645.
132.695.
135.505.
141.125.
141.215.
155.555.
159.340.

7/14/2010

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

647.405.
641.980.
646.890.
656.749.
652.240.
652.700.
641.995.
647.420.
655.130.
652.355.
659.070.
663.390.

161.295.
166.290.
172.860.
163.895.
156.625.
145.915.
143.535.
138.810.
134.780.
145.825.
151.165.
157.730.

UNDERWATER PILINGS (continued)
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

668.655
675.680.
680.625.
676.395.
670.800.
659.390.
654.720.
660.050.
654.285.
644.120.
679.280.
674.725.
672.910.
679.150.
684.335.
377.395.
689.105.
684.150.
695.395.
687.905.
699.380.
693.025.
681.490.
712.355.
706.825.
702.495.
696.890.
698.225.
703.720.
687.075.
693.065.
689.345.
684.875.

167.390
159.170.
154.650.
148.175.
142.545.
140.895.
134.825.
129.050.
122.185.
121.915.
155.235.
107.890.
118.955.
115.010.
120.865.
125.025.
126.895.
131.960.
133.055.
138.330.
138.900.
144.740.
142.385.
129.240.
123.500.
117.555.
111.735.
111.900.
104.900.
98.395.
93.295.
76.905.
79.030.

SHORE PILINGS
Shore - Vertical Pilings
7/14/2010

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

North

East

233.500.
245.145.
234.320.
239.819.
236.440.
224.280.
240.510.
311.320.

532.235.
519.705.
509.920.
507
500.510.
488.795.
456.635.
483.180.

ARTIFACTS

Artifacts

Horse Collar
Long piece of metal w/ springs and flanges
8 ft. rod w/ gears
RR. Tracks
16 in square metal box
Connecting Rod, 2 axels
Boiler Plate
Firebox Door
End of twisted Rail (1)
End of twisted Rail (2)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

North

East

600.875.
556.125.
529.385.
500.565.
482.585.
522.270.
532.125.
462.560.
434.890.
408.190.

90.750.
172.260.
185.190.
216.180.
231.730.
249.560.
246.985.
233.050.
258.395.
269.155.

ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS (courtesy of Henry Ramsby and Eric Niezgoda)

INITIAL FLYOVER AS WE APPROACH BOIS BLANC ISLAND

LOOKING SSE OVER DIVE SITE

ANOTHER AERIAL VIEW of THE DIVE SITE

RAILROADS HILIGHTED, circa. 1920

PILINGS MARCHING OFF TOWARDS SHORE

ANOTHER POSSIBLE LOCOMOTIVE GEAR?
ERIC and JOHN at DEEPEST TERMINATION OF PIER

EXPANDED VIEW OF UNIDENTIFIED LINEAR WOOD AND STEEL OBJECT

LEAVING for BOIS BLANC the FIRST TIME

LEAVING BOIS BLANC for the LAST TIME

UNEXPECTED RISKS
It is interesting to note that in spite of planning contingencies for almost every
foreseeable problem, one can't plan for everything. The team had taken a break for lunch on the
first day of surveying, and upon returning to the sight, discovered that two airboats had landed
on the beach in their absence. They watched in amazement as the boats departed and flew
across the water directly over the dive sight and quite near the dive flag. One can only imagine
the consequences if team members had been diving when the boats arrived.
And in another instance, on the second day of researching the site and in spite of dive a
flag, a jet‐ski approached the dive area too closely and had to be waved off.

DIVE FLAG

AIRBOATS PASSING OVER PROJECT SITE

During the initial reconnaissance survey in May, one of the concerns identified in the
Risk Assessment Plan was verified to be present on the island. As Ramsby and Sanborn were
exploring the island after a day of research, they came across a rattlesnake in the road. John
indicated that they often come out in the afternoon and lay in the gravel to sun themselves.
After witnessing this and conveying that fact to the other team members, more attention was
paid to the tenets of the Risk Plan.

MASSASAUGA RATTLER

GREAT LAKES FREIGHTER

One other potential problem that the team might encounter is the huge wave
action produced by a passing freighter. These ships can push waves 10‐12 feet high
away from the bow that resonate across the narrow straights with waves still in the 2‐4
foot range as they approach shore. If one is not paying attention the waves could easily
swamp a boat or catch a surfacing diver or snorkeler by surprise.

ORAL HISTORY OF BBI
Various accounts of the island’s history exist in written form from oral
accounts. Among them are the following:
Dye, George and Helen James A Partial History of Sand Bay , Bois Blanc Island, Michigan
(We were asked not to reprint the complete document in this report)
Straus, Frank Bois Blanc Island: Last Remnant of Mackinac’s Great Empire A look at the
history of Bois Blanc Island: web article July 9, 2005
http://www.mackinacislandnews.com/news/2005‐07‐09
Columnists/Bois_Blanc_Island_Last_Remnant_of_Mackinacs_Great_.html n. pag. June,
2010

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS REFERENCED
1. Benson, Barbara E. Logs and Lumber: The Development of Lumbering in Michigan’s
Lower Peninsula 1837‐1870 Mount Pleasant: Clarke Historical Library, Central Michigan
University, 1989.
2. Garratt, Colin. The world Encyclopedia of Locomotives. A complete guide to the world’s
most fabulous locomotives. New York: Hermes House, 1997
3. Karamanski, Theodore J. Deep Woods Frontier: A History of Logging in Northern
Michigan Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1989 p.164.
4. Mackinac Island State Park Commission. “A brief history of Michilimackinac” Mackinac
Parks. Adapted. David A. Armour and Keith R. Widder. Michilimackinac, A Handbook to
the Site. (Revised Ed. 1990)
http://www.mackinacparks.com/history/index.aspx?l=0,1,4,32,41,46
5. http://www.inselhausbandb.com/history.html
6. Michigan Works Projects Administration (MWPA), Michigan Log Marks. 1974 ed.
Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station, 1941. P. 14
7. Shay Locomotive On‐line Reference Database: web
http://www.shaylocomotives.com/data/lima/sn‐495.htm n. pag. July, 2010

PROJECT CONCLUSION
From the very beginning, the Sand Bay Pier at Bois Blanc Island has provided an
interesting and challenging survey project. Team members have been able to utilize
most of their classroom knowledge and skills in a real‐time, underwater, environment.
While many questions remain, just as many have been answered. Enough interest was
generated by the project that Ramsby and Sanborn have been invited back to BBI in the
summer of 2011 to give a presentation to the local islanders.
As concluded earlier, the team has decided that not enough substantiating evidence has
been collected to provide a definitive answer as to the disposition of the locomotive. While they
have been inclined to believe many of the artifacts on site were those of a dynamited engine,
they have had no way of checking for dates, die markings, serial numbers, or other
corroborating evidence, since all underwater objects have to remain In Situ in Michigan waters.
The team has decided to present the data and photos as they are and draw no
conclusions from either concerning the engine. Since there is still much archeological data at
the dive site to be documented, additional research by future NAS students may still be able to
uncover the true answer as to the demise and ultimate resting place of #495 Shay locomotive.

